Italian Upper-Level Courses

Winter 2015

Italian 275 1348: The Year of the End of the World: Black Death in Florence and Europe
Alessia Salamina T Th 2:30-4 #27242
Advisory prerequisites: Italian 230, 232, or 233

Italian 422 I movimenti politici degli anni '60 e '70 in Italia: testi e contesti
Professor Vincenzo Binetti M W 10-11:30 #29805
Advisory prerequisites: Italian 230, 232, or 233

Italian 240 Italian Mafia
Professor Vincenzo Binetti M W 1-2:30 #27246
Meets HU distribution, Knowledge of Italian beneficial, but not required

Italian 314 Modern Italy: 1815-present (crosslisted with History 326)
Professor Dario Gaggio M W 11:30-1 #29649
Knowledge of Italian beneficial, but not required

Italian 358 Italian Cinema: From Modern Style to Popular Entertainment
Professor Giorgio Bertellini M W 2:30-4 & lab Tues 6:30-9:30 #32104
Meets HU distribution, Knowledge of Italian beneficial, but not required

Italian 316 Screening Italian-Americans (crosslisted with SAC 316)
Professor Giorgio Bertellini M W 4-5:30 & lab Mon 6-9 #30015
Satisfies the Race & Ethnicity requirement. Knowledge of Italian beneficial, but not required

Italian 333/533 Dante’s Divine Comedy (crosslisted with MEMS 333)
Professor Karla Mallette T Th 11:30-1 #11712
Meets HU distribution, Knowledge of Italian beneficial, but not required